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Abstract 
Background 

According to a Medscape survey, administrative tasks such as charting are the single 
greatest factor cardiologists report contributes to burnout (68%). Both scribes and speech 
recognition software such as Dragon have been used to reduce times providers invest to 
documentation and improve job satisfaction. 
 

Methods 
We conducted a comparative economic analysis of the use of a medical scribe versus 
Dragon voice recognition dictation software for an outpatient cardiology clinic at an 
academic medical center. We conducted qualitative interviews with staff that support 
both OHSU Medical Scribe Program and Dragon at OHSU. We sought to understand the 
annual costs associated with solutions for transcription for a single provider by evaluating 
the cost of one scribe for one physician for the duration of one year.  
 

Results 
When physician time spent editing and finalizing clinic notes is not considered, the 
benefit/cost ratio of Dragon appears more favorable at 3.18 compared with 2.28 for scribe, 
suggesting a greater benefit for a given dollar value. However, once we add the 
opportunity cost associated with physician time, the scribe service becomes far more 
favorable as highlighted in the table below. When accounting for physician time, the 
Dragon system becomes cost prohibitive while the scribe service continues to remain 
favorable. 
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Conclusions & Next Steps 
Factoring in opportunity cost associated with cardiologist time shifts the benefit towards a 
scribe. Also, overall revenue generated (cost - benefit) from the scribe service will be 
significantly higher than Dragon.  
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